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Gouvernement Principauté de Monaco

Département des Relations extérieures et de la Coopération

Ministère d'État, Plase de la Visitation, MC 98000 MONACO

Council of Europe,

into the hands of : the Secretary General Mr. Thorbjorn Jagland

F 670 00 Strasbourg, France

Council of Europe, Office of the Commissioner for Human Rights

into the hands of : the Commissioner Mr. Nils Muižnieks

F 670 00 Strasbourg, France

Council of Europe, European Court of Human Rights

into the hands of : the President Mr. Guido Raimondi

F 670 00 Strasbourg, France

Re : Notification about a suspicion, that the Czech Republic discredits

Monaco in the area of human rights at the international level

Enc. : The letter in the name of the international court from Zurich’s residence of the European Court of Human Rights
We are NGO with the residence in the Czech Republic.

Our goals are:

1. Defense of human rights
2. Collecting proofs about a violation of human rights.
4. Bringing pressure to transgressors of human rights to a goal of achieving of an observation of human rights, a change of a legislation in a harmony to a protection of human rights on the ground of international conventions and an achieving of adequate sanctions for transgressors of human rights.
5. Co-operation with other non-governmental organizations, other institutions and legal entities, Czech and international.

Within the purview of our goals, we are examining a suspect activity of the Czech Section at the European Court of Human Rights, concrete an activity of Ms Eva Hubálková.

The applicant received the letter in the name of the Court, see enc. In this letter is used the name of the judge of Monaco Ms. Isabelle Berro-Lefèvre, that he declared applicant’s applications as inadmissible.

HRD-NGO states, that my applications are admissible without any doubts.

HRD-NGO states, that the applicant can read and, understand and interpret advices at the web of the Court for a lodging of an admissible application.
The result is, that somebody at the Czech Section of the Court has a serious problem with reading, understanding and interpreting.

Duties for a knowledge of documents at the Court has even the Czech Section, not only an applicant.

In the light of above meant facts, without any doubts, the Monaco's judge could declared my application inadmissible, on the ground of some manipulation with my files.

Or the second possibility is, that it is a suspicion, that the Monaco's judge declared as inadmissible never.

And the Czech Republic, concrete the Czech Section at the Court has abused the name of the Monaco's judge and the decision of the Court the Czech Republic fabricated (cui bono, cui prodest).

Therefore HRD-NGO is requesting to check this case.

Concrete, HRD NGO is requesting, to the Monaco Section at the Court will control this case. If this case in the archive of the Court and if the Court this application received.

It is in the interest of Monaco this case to check.

In the situation, when the name of the judge is abused, this is, without any doubts, a serious damage for a reputation of Monaco in the area of human rights at the international level in the international instances.
HRD-NGO is requesting, to Monaco will state an official statement, because I will make public about the violation of human rights by the Czech Republic on www.hrd-ngo.com, languages versions – American, English, Russian, German, French, to citizens have truth information about a situation of human rights in the Czech republic.

In the Czech Republic
on 30 August 2017
Done in English in writing

Ladislava Kryžová
Head of NGO
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Czech Republic